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Abstract

The issue of immigration and asylum seekers into the United States is a nuanced issue,

with immigration/ asylum activists saying one thing, but data either does not support this or

shows the claims to be more complex than what has originally been claimed. In this paper,

immigration to America is discussed, along with denial rates by nationality and their respective

reasons, a special focus on Haitian immigration to American and Canada, reasons for

immigration, their cost to American citizens and the American government, and comments on

the limits on immigration and asylum-seeking.

Chapter 2 of the research deals with more niche issues, like the social effects of

immigration. The first section of chapter 2 deals with the issue of immigration and crime, a topic

muddied by activists by the use of statistical paradoxes. It’s found that the argument that

immigrants commit less crime can be supported or debunked depending on how one decides to

approach the issue, seemingly favoring no one side because of this. Finally, the issue of wages is

dealt with, and it’s found that immigrants do increase wages, but only because of selection

effects and the increase in wages is smaller than what has previously been found. Chapter 3 is the

shortest of all chapters and discusses the issue of asylum seekers coming to the hearing, with the

conclusion that, although most asylum seekers do show up to their hearings, the number is less

impressive than it’s being made out to be.
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Immigration to the United States and Elsewhere

1.1 South American Immigration to America and Other Places

According to data provided by the Migration Policy Institute, immigration from South

America to the United States has been increasing since the 1980s. In 1980, 561,000 immigrants

in the United States were from South America, 1,037,000 in 1990, 1,930,000 in 2000, 2,730,000

in 2010, and 3,213,000 in 2017 (Zong and Batalova 2018). In 2017, South American immigrants

compromised 7% (3.2. million) of those who are foreign-born in the United States. Breaking it

down by within-South America, Zong and Batalova created the following table:

Region and Country Number of Immigrants Share (%) in 2017

South America 3,213,000 100.0

Columbia 783,000 24.4%

Peru 459,000 14.3%

Ecuador 454,000 14.4%

Brazil 451,000 14.0%

Venezuela 351,000 10.9%

Guyana 269,000 8.4%

Argentina 181,000 5.6%

Chile 101,000 3.1%

Bolivia 72,000 2.3%

Uruguay 51,000 1.6%

Other South America 42,000 1.3%

https://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/south-american-immigrants-united-states-2017
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As can be seen from the table above, the majority of immigrants from South America

come from Columbia and a small minority come from other places in South America. While

their data stops at 2015, there seem to be selection effects in which South Americans immigrate

to the United States. As shown by the International Organization for Migration (2017: 7),

Columbians, Peruvians, and Venezuelans are more likely to immigrate to the U.S., with the 2nd

most popular immigration destination being Spain. Both the United States (-15%) and Spain

(-12%) have seen a decrease in South American immigration, except in the case of Venezuelans.

Although there seems to be no current data on the % of foreign-born individuals in the

U.S. from South America, it’s safe to say that Zong and Batalova’s estimate of 7% seems to be

the best data point available.

https://cimal.iom.int/sites/cimal/files/Report_Migration_Trends_South_America_EN.pdf
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1.1.2 Asylum Denials and Reasons

Focusing on denial for asylum specifically, data from TRACImmigration from 2000 to

2021 shows that most people get their asylum cases denied.

Breaking it down denial rates by place of origin, Yan and O’Key (2018) found that in

2012- 2017, Mexico had the highest U.S. asylum denial rate.

https://trac.syr.edu/immigration/reports/630/
https://www.cnn.com/2018/05/03/world/us-asylum-denial-rates-by-nationality/index.html
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Nationalities with the lowest denial rate were Egypt (11.1%), Ethiopia (17.0%), Syria

(18.5%), China (20.3%), and Burkina Fosa (21.5%). In 2020, however, Guatemala had the

highest denial rate than Mexico, according to TRACImmigration.

https://trac.syr.edu/immigration/reports/630/
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The same report also broke it down by how many cases were made, accepted/ denied

based on nationalities.
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Data from 2021 under the Biden administration also shows similar findings. Most asylees

get their cases denied but it was lower than the previous years.

Reasons for the denial of asylum are hard to know since there seems to be a lack of data

on the issue. However, fraud does not seem to explain much of the reasons for denial since

asylum fraud seems to be uncommon. As the National Immigration Forum (2021) noted,

However, according to a 2015 Government Accountability Office (GAO) report, as overall asylum

applications first began to rise during the early 2010s, USCIS terminations of asylum status due to discovered fraud

decreased, falling from 103 in 2010 to 34 in 2014. USCIS granted 76,122 individuals asylum during the same time

period. The report also found that EOIR opened just seven investigations into asylum fraud in 2014, a year when

EOIR immigration judges granted asylum to 8,775 individuals.

Another reason for denial can be due to where the court case is held in the U.S. As

Sanchez (2021) notes with the accompanying table,

https://trac.syr.edu/immigration/reports/667/
https://immigrationforum.org/article/fact-sheet-asylum-fraud-and-immigration-court-absentia-rates/
https://www.borderreport.com/hot-topics/immigration/denial-of-asylum-often-depends-on-the-region-in-which-migrants-live-report-finds/
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“Based on our research, we found that immigration judges vary widely in terms of how often they grant

asylum. This certainly reflects the values and dispositions of individual judges, but it also reflects the fact that judges

have very different caseloads depending on where they are in the country and the kind of docket to which they are

assigned,” said Austin Kocher, a researcher with TRAC.
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Thus, the region of an area can play a role in who gets denied and who gets accepted for

their asylum case. This could reflect the values between judges, law differences between states,

and caseloads.

Another reason for denial could be affirmative asylum cases and defensive ones.

Affirmative cases refer to a case in which a person is not in the removal proceedings

(proceedings to determine an individual's removability under U.S. law) and a defensive case

refers to a case where the person is under removal proceedings. Those that apply for asylum

under affirmative have a higher chance of not being denied. Affirmative cases are also more

likely to be represented by an attorney and thus are more likely to have success in their cases,

according to TRACImmigration.

https://trac.syr.edu/immigration/reports/667/
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Besides this, there seems to be no hard data on why asylum cases are denied, how

prevalent these issues are, and denial reasons by nationality. The Law Offices of David Nguyen
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offers reasons as to why some asylum cases may be denied, but again, data doesn’t seem to really

exist on the issue. Regardless, here are the reasons offered by David Nguyen:

1. Failure to timely submit an asylum application

2. Failure to provide an excuse when filing after the ONE (1) year deadline

3. Failing to provide sufficient evidence

4. Failing to complete the asylum application correctly

5. Failing to prepare for the interview

6. Failing to hire an attorney or a new attorney

7. Hiring a non-attorney or unqualified attorney

8. Missing appointments and deadlines

9. Being inconsistent with what is on your application and what you say during the

asylum interview

10. Failing to qualify

1.1.3 Minimum Wage in South America and Latin America

Data were taken from Wikipedia. Values in cells represent the difference between that

region’s minimum wage when compared to America’s.

Region Minimum Wage Per Hour (in USD)

Mexico 6.78 (0.47)

Brazil 1.58 (5.67)

Chile 2.46 (4.79)

Guatemala 1.58 (5.67)

United States 7.25

https://www.lawofficehouston.com/top-10-reasons-for-asylum-denial/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_minimum_wage
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1.2 Haitian Immigration to America and Canada

Yates (2021) analyzed data from multiple sources to see the destination of Haitian

immigrants. Unsurprisingly, the United States was the top country of residence for Haitian

migrants, while Canada was the 5th country of residence. Data from Yates is provided below.

Country of Residence # of Haitian Migrants

Total 1,177,000

United States of America 705,000

Dominican Republic 496,000

Chile 237,000

Brazil 143,000

Canada 101,000

France 85,000

Bahamas 30,000

French Guiana 22,000

Turks & Caicos Islands 16,000

Guadeloupe 14,000

Focusing on refugees and asylum seekers specifically, Baugh (2019) found that in 2019.

3.4% of asylum cases filled came from Haiti to the U.S.

https://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/haitian-migration-through-americas
https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/immigration-statistics/yearbook/2019/refugee_and_asylee_2019.pdf
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However, the report does not specify how many were allowed in, as Table 7 does not

include Haiti in their list on the percentage of people granted asylum. What little evidence exists

suggests that Haitian immigrants have been deported while at the Texas-Mexican border. In

September 2021, 15,000 immigrants, 95% were Haitian (14,250), resided at the Del Rio, Texas

and Mexico border. On September 24, 2021, 2,000 had been deported to Haiti, and 8,000

returned to Mexico. “Thousands” [no number was given] were released in the U.S. (Sandoval,

Romero, and Jordan 2021).

In Canada, Connor and Krogstad (2018) report that in 2017, 8,286 Haitians applied for

asylum.

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/09/23/us/haitian-migrants-texas-camp.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/09/23/us/haitian-migrants-texas-camp.html
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/04/16/asylum-claims-in-canada-reached-highest-level-in-decades-in-2017/
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In 2021, 1,690 persecution claims where refugee protection was made from Haitians. 780

persecution claims were accepted and 670 were rejected. The rest were either referred,

abandoned, or withdrawn (Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada 2021). Unfortunately, the

https://irb.gc.ca/en/statistics/protection/Pages/RPDStat2021.aspx
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government of Canada does not provide any data on the deportation of Haitian immigrants to

Canada,

1.3 Push-Pull Effects

The push-pull hypothesis dictates that some factors push people to leave their country of

origin and settle in another location, while other factors may pull new immigrants to new areas.

Say California experienced a spike in crime where the average Californian had a 75% chance of

being a victim of crime, this would cause a push factor that encourages Californians to leave

California for another location; on the other hand, say California became the safest place in the

United States, this would pull individuals from other locations into the U.S. Rempell (2015: 363)

found that in Northern triangle countries (Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador), the “word of

mouth” effect is associated with the pulling of immigrants to the U.S. Immigrants learn about the

alleged successful ways to enter the United States, and thus they try to mimic this. For example,

as Rempell notes, “Representative Henry Cuellar, a Democrat who represents a Texas district

that borders Mexico, explained that there is a “perception” among migrants “that if you step on

American soil, they will give you a piece of paper, you go to the bus station and you can go

anywhere in the United States. You’re free with that permiso.” This belief that stepping foot on

American soil will lead to a piece of paper that lets you go plays a role in the pulling of

immigrants to the U.S.

Another variable that plays a role in pulling immigrants to the United States is smugglers

who smuggle in individuals to the United States. According to Farah (2014) in The New York

Times, “They [the coyotes] needed to drum up new business. So, sensing an opportunity as

gang-fueled violence rose and the region’s governments foundered, they spread the word that

https://digitalcommons.chapman.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1340&context=chapman-law-review
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/five-myths-about-the-border-crisis/2014/08/08/1ec90bea-1ce3-11e4-ab7b-696c295ddfd1_story.html?noredirect=on&utm_term=.868b3aa9c20f
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children and mothers with children who came to the United States would be allowed to stay.” By

providing them with inaccurate information about America’s immigration policy, it leads to

people with children trying to come to the U.S. thinking that they could stay, effectively hurting

them if caught and deported but helping the smugglers through financial means. Another policy

that has led to the pulling of immigrants, particularly children, is a George Bush-era policy. As

Dickinson (2017) remarks,

“In reality, it’s more likely a loophole in the George W. Bush-era policy of expeditiously charging,

imprisoning, and deporting adult illegal border crossers that is drawing children in droves. According to this policy,

while Mexican minors can be sent back over the border immediately, minors from other countries must be held in

Customs and Border Protection’s custody for a maximum of 72 hours before they are turned over to the Department

of Health and Human Services’ Office of Refugee Resettlement. ORR houses the minors in shelters while searching

for U.S.-based relatives with whom they can stay during their deportation proceedings. As of March 2014, there

were 366,758 pending deportation cases in U.S. immigration courts. That backlog means even just receiving a court

date could take years, by which time the minor could make the case that they are better off with their extended

family in the States. Or they could just not show up to court and choose to live under the radar like the 11 million

other undocumented immigrants in the United States. No doubt the criminals interested in recruiting border crosses

have emphasized to families that kids face better odds in the U.S.—and so the children keep on coming.”

While not describing her methodology, Kennedy (2014) reports that in her interview with

more than 400 immigrants from Northern Triangle countries, “...knowledge of the way the US

system works is limited.” This is important since immigrants will not know how the U.S.

immigration system works, and thus believe whatever it is the smugglers tell them. Much like

Rempell, Kennedy notes that violence also plays a role in the pulling of immigrant children.

According to the first 322 interviews she did on children from El Salvador, 60.1% reported they

https://www.thedailybeast.com/how-mexicos-cartels-are-behind-the-border-kid-crisis
https://insightcrime.org/news/analysis/children-central-america-youth-exodus-us-border/
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emigrated because of crime, gang threats, or violence. The UN Refugee Agency also reported

that in their sample of children (n=404, ages 12-17) who came during the October 2011 surge,

53% emigrated to reunite with families, better schooling or opportunities, deprivation, and other

reasons. 51% raised international protection as a reason, 51% said economic opportunities.

Focusing on violence, 48% reported being threatened with serious harm by organized criminal

actors, state actors, or other actors within the community. 31% reported threats of harm from the

cartel or gangs . Other reasons were things like violence at home, too (24-27).1

Looking at the United States specifically through 2005 and 2015 through a state-level

analysis, Gonzalez-Gorman (2021) found that English-Only laws, E-Verify, construction sector,

and state-unemployment rate were negatively correlated with deterring immigration, but most of

the effect sizes were statistically insignificant, except for E-Verify, English-only laws, and

agribusiness sector. Restrictive immigration laws and sanctuary states also increase the amount

of immigration, but again, these effects were statistically insignificant.

1 Includes violent force conscription, rape or other sexual violence, extortion, school-related danger, gang violence
in the community, or specific fearful incident.

https://www.unhcr.org/en-us/children-on-the-run.html
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01442872.2021.1880560?journalCode=cpos20
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Thus, it seems that the only variable that pushes immigration is E-Verify, English-only

laws, and the agribusiness sector, while other things, like restrictive immigration legislation,

pulls immigrants -- but these effect sizes are often small and not statistically significant.

When it comes to push-pull policies, there is also the existence of selection effects which2

have resulted in the selection of specific Mexican immigrants. Villarreal (2014) examined

nationally representative data of Mexicans from the Mexican National Occupation and

Employment Survey. Villarreal found that from 2005 to 2012, there has been a decline in

Mexican immigration, but there was a decline in men with lower educational attainment.

2 Selection effects is a bias in which a specific population is introduced into the analysis in which proper
randomization is not achieved. An example could be you undertaking a study in 3 AP classes to see how smart
people are in these classes. As time goes on, the less-intelligent participants drop out of the class and the smart ones
stay, or new people could join the class at the same time but they’re also intelligent, too. Thus, we are selecting for
smart participants because the less-intelligent ones left and aren’t joining the class.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4252712/
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Although men with lower educational attainments (less than a middle school education) were

more likely to immigrate than men with higher educational attainment, their immigration decline

was larger than for the most educated group.

Using multivariate regression, it was found that employment conditions in the United

States contributed to pushing immigrants from immigrating. Declines in areas that employed

largely Mexicans were associated with the decline in Mexican immigration. An increase in

border enforcement was also associated with a 49.5% decrease in the odds of Mexican

immigration between 2005 and 2012, acting as a push variable. Turning to Table 4:
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The odds of migrating increased significantly for men with higher educational attainment

(i.e. higher than primary school) relate to those who only completed primary school. According

to the authors, “These changes in the…educational selectivity of Mexican migrants are

consistent with an explanation that attributes the decline in migration to worsening economic

conditions in the United States because the U.S. economic recession disproportionately affected

the employment prospects for young men with low education.” Thus, not only does there seem to

be some selection in education among Mexican immigrants, but also border enforcement

provided a push effect between 2005 and 2012.

Another push variable associated with a decrease in immigration is border enforcement.

Alden (2017) summarized a study finding that border enforcement has been acting as a push for

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/233150241700500213
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immigrants trying to get to the U.S., mostly because of fears of being arrested. According to their

comments on the study:

Second, the primary cause of that sharp drop was not that a significantly higher percentage of border

crossers was being apprehended by the Border Patrol, but rather that they were being deterred from trying in the

first place, or from trying again after being arrested and returned the first time. The “deterrence rate” has risen

from just 10 percent in the early 2000s — meaning that 90 percent of those returned across the border would try

again — to roughly 60 percent by 2015. Third, this success was achieved despite the Border Patrol falling far short

of the 100 percent apprehension rate that has been sought by Congress since the passage of the Secure Fence Act.

The likelihood of arrest on any particular border crossing has increased, but not by a lot — in 2000, the odds of

getting caught were roughly 40 percent, and by 2015 it had risen to a little over 55 percent. And yet the total number

of crossings has plummeted.

Because the United States began implementing consequences for those who attempted to

cross the border, this led to a push effect where immigrants were deterred from coming here.

Because of this, it led to an increase in the cost of being brought over by smugglers, which has

also acted as a push factor in its own right. Since the cost of smuggling someone across the

border increased since smugglers need to take more dangerous routes, it let to deterring

immigrants from taking this option and just not coming at all.

In conclusion, it seems most variables, except for -Verify, English-only laws, the

agribusiness sector, job declines, and border enforcement have acted as push variables that have

led to lower immigration. Job declines specifically have also led to an increase in the odds of

more educated immigrants immigrating, causing selection effects.
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1.4 Cost of Asylum in America

When immigrants (asylum seekers/ refugees) come to America, they aren’t simply

handed resources for free. Indeed, these resources cost money to the American taxpayer.

According to a report from O’Brien and Raley (2018) who used data from The Office of Refugee

Resettlement compiled at the end of the fiscal year 2015, refugees cost American taxpayers

nearly $1.8 billion annually, and $8.8 billion over five years. In other words, this totals $15,900

per refugee annually, and just under $79,000 per refugee over their first five years in the states.

Moving away from the American taxpayer, asylum also costs money to government institutions

in order to process and resettle refugees. The following table is from the U.S. Department of

State (2020):

Agency Fiscal Year 2020 Availability,
in millions

Fisical Year 2021 Estimated
Availability, in millions

DHS/USCIS
USRAP processing

$38 $41

Department of State/PRM
USRAP admissions

$333 $343

HHS/ORR benefits and
services

$561 $430

Total $932 $814

Thus, in 2021, it costs $932 billion to process and resettle refugees. In 2021, the

estimated cost decreased to $814 billion. Regardless, the cost of processing, resettling, and

supporting refugees has a large financial burden on government institutions and the U.S.

taxpayer.

https://www.fairus.org/issue/legal-immigration/fiscal-cost-resettling-refugees-united-states
https://www.state.gov/reports/report-to-congress-on-proposed-refugee-admissions-for-fy-2021/
https://www.state.gov/reports/report-to-congress-on-proposed-refugee-admissions-for-fy-2021/
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Now, the way in which political pundits discuss the cost of refugees is confusing. For

example, Buiano and Ferris (2019) title their article “Data defies Trump’s Claims That Refugees

and Asylees Burden Taxpayers.” From this headline, it seems to show evidence suggesting that

refugees and asylees aren’t a burden on taxpayers, however, their evidence for this comes from

Davis and Sengupta (2017). The authors in the specific New York Times piece said that “The

internal study, which was completed in late July but never publicly released, found that refugees

“contributed an estimated $269.1 billion in revenues to all levels of government” between 2005

and 2014 through the payment of federal, state and local taxes. “Overall, this report estimated

that the net fiscal impact of refugees was positive over the 10-year period, at $63 billion.”

Buiano and Ferris fail to mention that the same article says this:

“This leak was delivered by someone with an ideological agenda, not someone looking at hard data,” said Raj

Shah, a White House spokesman. “The actual report pursuant to the presidential memorandum shows that refugees

with few skills coming from war-torn countries take more government benefits from the Department of Health and

Human Services than the average population, and are not a net benefit to the U.S. economy.”

Supposedly, the final report issued by the agency “...asserts that the per-capita cost of a

refugee is higher than that of an American.” The reason the word “supposedly” is being used is

that I have been unable to find the report online. However, Richwine, Camarota, and Zeigler

(2020) did make multiple comments about this study and another:

Nevertheless, advocates claim that refugees do, indeed, pay their own way. They cite two major studies. The first is a

working paper by William Evans and Daniel Fitzgerald finding that each refugee pays an average of $21,000 more

in taxes than he or she receives in benefits over the first 20 years in the United States.2 The second is an

unpublished (and apparently unfinished) report from the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) finding

that refugees created a net fiscal benefit of $63 billion between 2005 and 2014.3 Both studies have two fundamental

https://publicintegrity.org/inequality-poverty-opportunity/immigration/data-defies-trump-claims-that-refugees-and-asylees-are-a-taxpayer-burden/
https://web.archive.org/web/20211103160335/https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/18/us/politics/refugees-revenue-cost-report-trump.html
https://cis.org/Report/Fiscal-Impact-Refugee-Resettlement
https://cis.org/Report/Fiscal-Impact-Refugee-Resettlement
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problems: First, they exclude major cost categories, and, second, they are based on the experience of older refugees

who are altogether different from today's refugees.

As to the first problem, anyone could appear to be a net fiscal contributor if enough costs are excluded. Evans and

Fitzgerald count all (or nearly all) taxes paid by refugees, but reduce the services they receive to six social programs

— cash welfare, SSI, Social Security, food stamps, Medicare, and Medicaid. All other costs that governments might

incur from immigration — housing, infrastructure, education, law enforcement, and so on — do not count. They also

fail to adjust for the underreporting of the social programs in Census data. The HHS report is more comprehensive,

but it still excludes "congestible" public goods, such as police protection and road maintenance.4 As a result, the

HHS study comes to the odd conclusion that almost everyone is a net fiscal contributor — even though the federal

government has been running a deficit, and most states are perpetually cash-strapped.

The second problem is one of interpretation. In order for either study to be relevant to current policy, one must

assume that today's refugees are just like yesterday's. In the 20th century, the United States took in several groups of

higher-skill refugees — for example, Cubans after Castro's takeover, South Vietnamese after the fall of Saigon,

Soviet dissidents in the 1980s, Eastern Europeans in the 1990s, and so on. Today, refugees come mainly from less

developed parts of the Middle East, Africa, and South Asia. The difference is evident in the education data published

by the Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) in 1995 vs. 2015. As Table 1 indicates, the education level of refugees

declined both in absolute terms and relative to natives. For example, the fraction of refugees without a high school

diploma increased from 36 percent to 51 percent between 1995 and 2015, while the rate decreased from 20 percent

to 13 percent for natives over the same time period.
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The National Academies’ Model lumped in all immigrants, so the authors broke it down

by refugees for the next 2 models. The next model, which is plus refugee administrative costs,

adds $9,230 to reflect per-refugee administrative expenditures by the State Department and

ORR. The final model at the bottom adds in the cost of refugees’ immediate access to welfare

programs. According to the report,

“As the median estimate in the "Plus Five-Year Welfare Costs" row and "All Ages" column indicates, the

average refugee imposes a cost of roughly $60,000 in net present value over his or her lifetime. In the most

optimistic scenario, that cost falls to $8,000. In the most pessimistic scenario, it rises to $125,000. No plausible

model, not even the National Academies’ best-case scenario, comes close to suggesting that refugees who enter as

adults will be net fiscal contributors. Refugee-specific costs add about 22 percent over and above the cost of other

immigrants, but low education by itself is enough to push adult refugees' estimated fiscal impact well into negative

territory. The National Academies is more optimistic about the children of low-skill adult immigrants, whom the

model assumes will surpass their parents' education levels. But even with favorable assumptions about refugee

children, the overall impact (all age groups combined) is still clearly negative.”
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According to the authors, highly educated immigrants will contribute more in taxes than

they consume, but immigrants with low education will contribute less than they consume.

Thus, it seems that when education is adjusted for, more educated immigrants will

contribute more in taxes than they consume, while it would be the opposite for immigrants with

lower educational levels. The overall findings from the report are presented below:

● When we apply the education levels of refugees to the National Academies' fiscal

model, we find that the average refugee will cost about $36,000 in net present

value over his or her lifetime. (Conceptually, "present value" means that all of the

lifetime costs have been consolidated into a single upfront payment.)

● Because the National Academies model is based on all immigrants at each

education level, some adjustments are required for refugees who, unlike most

immigrants, impose administrative costs for resettlement and can access welfare

payments immediately. After these adjustments, our cost estimate rises to $60,000

per refugee.

● Although the fiscal impact of refugees is negative overall, it differs significantly

across age groups. Refugees who enter as adults (age 25 and over) have a large

negative impact under every plausible model. Refugees who enter as children may

have a positive impact, although this requires optimistic assumptions about

mobility.

Thus, the cost of asylum in America is pricey as it affects the American taxpayer and

government institutions. Commenters who argue for a positive impact seem to fail to take into

account age and education, instead of lumping all immigrants in together.
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1.5 Limits of Immigration, Refugees, and Asylees

For refugees, the quotas on how many are allowed into The United States depend on what

the house sets for their “refugee ceiling.” The POTUS sends a proposal to Congress for the

maximum number of refugees to be admitted into the U.S. for the upcoming fiscal year, which is

specified under INA Section 207(e). This number which dictates how many refugees would be

allowed in is dubbed as the refugee ceiling, with refugee advocates seeking to raise the limit and

anti-immigration advocates seeking to lower the limit. There seems to be no data available on the

ceiling limit set in 2021, but there is data on how many refugees were allowed in 2021 and from

where. The number next to the region is just the raw number, the number in cells is the

percentage

● Africa: 6,219 (54.50%)

● East Asia: 776 (6.80%)

● Europe: 983 (8.61%)

● Latin American & the Caribbean: 400 (3.50%)

● Near East and South Asia: 3,003 (26.58%)

Total: 11,381

The President sets the limit, but this is not the same for who gets awarded asylum. There

is no limit on who gets awarded asylum. The number of asylum grants varies depending on how

many people apply and how many are successful with their claims. Limits on immigration, it’s

set by the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA). According to the American Immigration

Council:

https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=granuleid%3AUSC-prelim-title8-section1157&num=0&edition=prelim
https://www.wrapsnet.org/admissions-and-arrivals/
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The body of law governing U.S. immigration policy is called the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA).

The INA allows the United States to grant up to 675,000 permanent immigrant visas each year across various visa

categories. On top of those 675,000 visas, the INA sets no limit on the annual admission of U.S. citizens’ spouses,

parents, and children under the age of 21. In addition, each year the president is required to consult with Congress

and set an annual number of refugees to be admitted to the United States through the U.S. Refugee Admissions

Program.

Why are there limits on immigration? Well, the answer is a little complicated. In the

beginning, immigration to the U.S. had quotas for racial reasons. As laid out by History, this

started in 1790, and from there it was largely white immigration to the U.S., and of course. some

non-whites were coming in but were more white than anything. In 1924, though, that's when the

U.S. first set a limit on immigration because Americans at the time wanted to isolate themselves

and feared immigrants were taking their jobs. So, because of this, the government set a limit on

how many immigrants are allowed in, and this was based on issuing immigration visas to 2% of

the total number of people of each nationality in the United States, according to the 1980 census.

In 1942 because of labor shortages, the U.S. and Mexico formed the Bracero Program

which allowed Mexican agricultural workers into the U.S., up until 1964. In 1965, the quota

system which favored some racial groups over others ended. So, it seems there were limits on

immigration in order to keep America largely white, and immigration laws up until 1965 largely

favored white people. Of course, some other non-whites were able to come in, but it seems they

were limited for immigration visas to reflect the 1980 census, and even then this still favored

largely white immigrants. Between 1924-1965, there were anti-Asian laws in the books because

of stuff like them taking jobs, etc., and Mexican agricultural workers could come in 1942-1964

https://www.history.com/topics/immigration/immigration-united-states-timeline#section_3
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because of labor shortage. As far as I can tell, the quotas are there so we don't get more

immigrants from one particular country and the limit is set by congress.

This is something from Hacking Immigration Law, LLC. We have a limit so we do not

favor one country over another, have it based on different categories, and have a limit set by

congress that can be reached or not.

Societal Effects of Immigration

2.1 Crime

The issue of immigrants committing crimes in the U.S. has long been an issue in

criminology, with the “consensus” arguing that immigrants commit level crimes than native

Americans. Indeed, this latter does seem to have support among criminologists and among the

empirical evidence (e.g. Nowrasteh 2018; Ingraham 2018; Farley 2018; Mosher 2018; Bernat

2017; Piquero 2019; Horsley 2018; Media Matters for America 2019). However, there are

significant issues with this assessment due to something called Simpson’s Paradox.

2.2 Simpson’s Paradox

In statistics, there is an issue known as Simpson’s Paradox. This issue arises when a trend

appears in different groups but disappears when those groups are combined together. A visual

representation is offered below, along with a few examples.

https://thevisafirm.com/dc-immigration-lawyer/visas/quotas/
https://www.cato.org/blog/white-houses-misleading-error-ridden-narrative-immigrants-crime
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2018/06/19/two-charts-demolish-the-notion-that-immigrants-here-illegally-commit-more-crime/
https://www.factcheck.org/2018/06/is-illegal-immigration-linked-to-more-or-less-crime/
https://www.businessinsider.com/undocumented-aliens-violent-crime-murder-statistics-data-2018-8
https://oxfordre.com/criminology/view/10.1093/acrefore/9780190264079.001.0001/acrefore-9780190264079-e-93
https://oxfordre.com/criminology/view/10.1093/acrefore/9780190264079.001.0001/acrefore-9780190264079-e-93
https://www.dallasnews.com/opinion/commentary/2019/04/22/undocumented-immigrants-commit-less-crime-than-other-people-so-what-are-we-afraid-of/
https://www.npr.org/2018/06/22/622540331/fact-check-trump-illegal-immigration-and-crime
https://www.mediamatters.org/tucker-carlson/tucker-carlson-says-studies-dont-exist-showing-undocumented-immigrants-commit-less
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As can be seen, when the blue and orange groups are separated, there is a clear positive

trend. When the groups are combined, though, the trend becomes negative. Say you’re testing to

see how effective medicine for the flu is, and you get people of different ages for your study.

From there, you separate the people in your study into 3 groups: Children, adolescents, and

adults. From there, you administer the medicine and find that your medicine helps children and

adolescents recover faster, but actually harms adults. The trend from this is clear. Your medicine

is beneficial for children and adolescents, but bad for adults. However, if you were to combine

the data for children, adolescents and adults, you would find a positive effect since the data is all

being lumped in together, which masks the effect it has on adults. Thus, when you break down

the data by groups, you find different results than if you were to lump them in together.

Let’s have another example that fits the topic at hand. Say you’re in California trying to

see the crime rate of the state. To do this, you gather crime data from Northern California and

Southern California. From there, you break down crime rates by North and South and find that

Northern California has more crime than Southern California. Obviously, you can see Northern

California is probably more dangerous, however, if you were to combine the data for both North
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and Southern California, your data might show low rates of crime for the state or high rates of

crime for the state. In the case of immigrant crime, this is what is happening in these studies.

2.3 Immigrant Crime by Race

An example of Simpson’s Paradox for an immigrant crime can be seen from Light and

Miller (2018). They found that more immigrants don’t lead to an increase in violent crime,

homicide, robbery, aggravated assault, and rape, as seen down below.

The most popular study on the issue is Nowrasteh and Landgrave (2019) from the CATO

institute, which is cited to show that immigrants commit less crime when compared to natives.

An examination of Table 1 shows Simpson’s Paradox in action:

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/1745-9125.12175?referrer_access_token=1HzvqjoViMEclROajJWsrIta6bR2k8jH0KrdpFOxC675wkWzF3Z1N4Dlc_IydRBgHbmudDKiy_RtS-D3H4ef5mDCITa4vXbQnRRxokrTWbm-7036kupHrFRroo5fpie6xbFxsSBFN-fQ_9xw1d7W_fjOOuquUA6Sot5B4CFUZIo%3D
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/1745-9125.12175?referrer_access_token=1HzvqjoViMEclROajJWsrIta6bR2k8jH0KrdpFOxC675wkWzF3Z1N4Dlc_IydRBgHbmudDKiy_RtS-D3H4ef5mDCITa4vXbQnRRxokrTWbm-7036kupHrFRroo5fpie6xbFxsSBFN-fQ_9xw1d7W_fjOOuquUA6Sot5B4CFUZIo%3D
https://www.cato.org/publications/immigration-research-policy-brief/criminal-immigrants-2017-their-numbers-demographics
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When the authors compare crime rates from natives to illegals, they’re using all races

lumped in together. Since some races commit more crimes than others, this will skew the results.

The proper way to compare immigrant crime is by breaking it down by race and comparing the

differences by race. One user on Twitter did just this :3

3 Twitter.com/anechoicmedia_/status/1037911009225322497
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As can be seen, black natives are inflating the native incarceration rate relative to than if

they were removed. Illegal blacks commit less crime than native blacks and Hispanics but

commit more crime than native whites and Asians. Illegals Hispanics commit the most crime in

the illegal category, but commit less crime than native blacks and Hispanics but higher crime

than native whites and Asians. Illegal whites and Asians commit less crime than their native

counterparts and all natives in general. Thus, do immigrants commit less crime as a group? Yes,

but we should compare the crime rates by race rather than all together.

Since the racial explanation could be controversial, let us assume that Simpson’s Paradox

does not matter and immigrants of all races, including both legal and illegal immigrants, commit

less crime than native Americans. Could there be an alternative explanation for this? Kutcher

(2007) utilized data from the U.S. Census from 1980, 1990, and 2000 to examine

institutionalization among men ages 18 to 40. According to Kutcher, deportation is not

https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w13229/w13229.pdf
https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w13229/w13229.pdf
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responsible for the lower crime rate among immigrants. Rather, there seem to be selection effects

that lead to lower criminality among immigrants. This could be due to 2 possible routes: (1)

Immigrants who have been coming in are less likely to be crime-prone, which explains their

lower crime rates, or (2) immigrants are more responsive to being punished for a crime and thus

are deterred from committing one than natives.

Regardless of how it’s broken down, there are reasons as to why data suggests

immigrants commit less crime than natives. Simpson's Paradox Explanation argues that although

illegal immigrants and not legal ones commit fewer crimes than natives, this is because native

blacks inflate the native crime rate. Once it’s broken down by race, some illegal groups commit

fewer crimes than other native groups, so it depends on which immigrants are being discussed. If

we ignore Simpson’s Paradox and instead look for an alternative explanation, this could be due

to selection effects.

2.4 Wages

Previous research has found that immigration positively affects the wages of native

Americans. For example, de Brauw (2017) found that immigration has little to no effect on the

wages of natives, a position akin to Kugler and Oakford (2013). However, this research has not

adjusted for who leaves when immigrants come in and who stays. Price, vom Lehn, and Wilson

(2020) found that geographic migration being adjusted for shows smaller economic impacts of

immigration for native workers, and no positive impact on worker incomes. Workers who are

displaced by immigration bear the grunt and move, while those who benefit from immigration

stay. Furthermore, younger low-skilled workers are hurt by immigration but older and more

higher-skilled workers benefit. Per the paper,

https://www.cato.org/cato-journal/fall-2017/does-immigration-reduce-wages
https://www.americanprogress.org/article/immigration-helps-american-workers-wages-and-job-opportunities/
https://www.nber.org/papers/w27156#fromrss
https://www.nber.org/papers/w27156#fromrss
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However, in contrast to the local labor market findings in Table 3, we find no impact of immigration on

incomes, though we cannot rule out moderately negative effects. A key reason for the difference in these outcomes is

that increases in immigration led to increased out-migration by the original residents of the city. Our estimates

imply that a five percentage point increase in the fraction of immigrants increasing the probability of moving out by

2.85 percentage points or by 9.5% (18).

How Many Asylum Seekers Show Up to Hearings?

According to VOX, who cited TRAC data,

“About 99 percent of asylum seekers who were not detained or who were previously released from immigration

custody showed up for their hearings over the last year, according to new data from the Transactional Records

Access Clearinghouse (TRAC) at Syracuse University, a think tank that tracks data in the immigration courts.”

At face value, it’s hard to take this seriously since Trump’s statement was that 2% of

asylum seekers actually show up to their hearing, which seems like a very lower bound estimate.

Of course, it’s easy to dispute this number even if the actual hearing rate was 3% or 5% since any

higher estimate would make the 2% number easily falsifiable. However, the number is less

interesting than how it’s portrayed. First, however, it seems the DOJ does not take TRAC’s data

on this seriously. Per Hansen (2019),

“TRAC does not disclose their methodology and to the best of our knowledge, the EOIR data release is

accurate and up-to-date. The EOIR database is updated in real time, and case identifiers may change according to

developments in a particular case," a spokesperson for the office said. "Further, TRAC’s requests are handled by our

FOIA office staffed by career officials. EOIR does not delete records. Records that TRAC claims are 'deleted' are

simply withheld from release to TRAC under a FOIA exemption."

Arthur (2020) attempted to see how accurate TRAC’s number was and noted a very

important issue in how they conceptualize “non-detained asylum seeker.” This could mean " The

https://www.vox.com/2020/1/10/21059924/trump-asylum-seekers-show-up-court-hearing
https://www.usnews.com/news/national-news/articles/2019-10-31/research-group-finds-issues-with-justice-department-immigration-data-reports
https://cis.org/Arthur/Did-987-Percent-NonDetained-Asylum-Seekers-Really-Attend-All-Their-Asylum-Hearings
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class of aliens that is referenced is 'asylum seekers whose cases were decided' — they are the

ones who 'showed up for every court hearing.'" The author argues that those in the TRAC sample

must've gone to all their hearings, since in absentia cases from the DOJ, meaning hearings in

which the immigrant is not present for whatever reason, issued a lower number than what would

fit TRAC's data. Arthur argues that the TRAC number could have been due because the asylum

seekers in this sample went to all their court hearings, thus leading to such a high number. So,

possibly true, but not as impressive as it's painted out to be.

Arthur notes that data from TRAC and the DOJ does not align, and indeed, this was even

something noted by Vox but less weight was put onto this findings:

“Data from the DOJ suggests that the rate at which migrants overall show up for their immigration court

proceedings is lower than the rate TRAC cites. In 2018, the most recent year for which data is available, about 75

percent of migrants showed up for their court hearings in 2018 — similar to rates over the previous five years. The

DOJ has also reported that the number of migrants and asylum seekers who fail to show up for their hearings is on

the rise.”

Thus, the number given by TRAC could be true, however, it’s not as impressive as Vox

and others have painted it out to be.

https://www.justice.gov/eoir/file/1198896/download
https://www.justice.gov/eoir/file/1198896/download
https://www.justice.gov/eoir/page/file/fysb16/download#page=49
https://www.justice.gov/eoir/page/file/1060851/download
https://www.justice.gov/eoir/page/file/1107716/download

